
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sermon  

Letting go….Letting God…… 

Sixth Sunday after Trinity – Sunday 8th July 2018 
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When did Jesus become fully aware of his mission and destiny? Many would say it was 

inherent from the moment of his conception in the womb of Mary his mother; others 

perhaps would argue that it was during one of the great transitional moments in Jesus’ life 

and ministry- in his sojourn in the wilderness, or at his baptism, or at the Transfiguration or 

perhaps even as late as in the Garden of Gethsemane, when his bloody sweat at the ordeal 

he was facing reflected the true, full and horrifying realisation of precisely what it was which 

awaited him.  

If you were to force me off the fence on this issue, I think I would have to say that, in all 

probability, Jesus’ full and total realisation of what he had to accomplish and the immense 

cost it would demand of him was a gradual process. He was after all fully human, and that is 

our common human experience. The passage from childhood to adolescence to maturity is 

a journey which gives us time to assess our position in the world, to help us to a process of 

self-realisation and what might be our role and place in the world- indeed- to find something 

of an answer, often painfully, to the question ‘why are we here?’ 

I think the story from St. Mark’s Gospel today represents an important stage in this process, 

not just for Jesus but for the community around him. Typically for St. Mark, he only gives us 

the bare bones of the story; Luke’s account of the same occasion is a lot more informative. 

After being a witness to the preaching of John the Baptist and being baptised by him, Jesus’ 

wilderness experience begins, where he no doubt comes face to face with some of those life 

and death questions we all at some time must ask. Then after a spectacular start to his 

public ministry the boy, now a man, comes home. He goes to his home town, into his own 

Synagogue, amongst the people with whom he used to play, upon whose knees he sat as a 

tiny child, people who helped to nurse him, comfort him and teach him all sorts of lessons 

about growing up, and there tells them that he is the fulfilment of Isaiah’s prophecy that 

captives would enjoy freedom, the oppressed would enjoy liberty and the poor would have 

the Good News preached to them. Is it any wonder they took offence at him?! You can 

hear the modern equivalents that we would say: ‘Who does he think he is? An upstart! After 

all we’ve done for him!’ And so on. 

However I don’t think that their feelings of indignation that here was a boy- one of them- 

who had grown too big for his boots was simply a case of resentment at the apparent 

superiority of another, naturally human though that feeling may be. It was that they as a 

community had lost something. The Jesus they knew and loved had changed, had moved on, 

and with him God’s message that His love was for the whole world- for Jew and Gentile 

alike. No longer could they rely in safety upon their presuppositions and comfortable 

knowledge about Jesus or for that matter their religion, but were challenged to think anew 

not just about him but about the message of the Gospel. The experience of Jesus’ parents 

losing him in Jerusalem when he was twelve years old and three days later finding a son who 

had gone through the biblical three days, had died and risen and moved into a new 

dimension and understanding, and further away from them, is now the community’s 

experience too. And as with any change, any loss, anything new, it is a threatening, 
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unpleasant experience that causes Jesus to reflect sadly that ‘Prophets are not without 

honour, except in their home town, and among their own kin, and in their own house’. 

We might not think that this would necessarily be true of us, but it is very easy, and 

common, to keep God ‘caged’, in our emotions, our spirituality, our experience and above 

all in our prayers. So often the way we pray reflects the God we think we know and can 

control, who will react the way we expect or want. In reality of course, our experience of 

prayer is the opposite. Our constant loving companion is nevertheless the God of surprises, 

who consistently leads his devotees into an experience of the souls’ dark night, lending us 

the experience of the passionate one in the Song of Songs: ‘I opened to my lover; but my 

lover had gone’. As in the relationship between a lover and her beloved, so in the 

relationship between the Creator and His created, the moment we try to possess, coerce, 

encapsulate or freeze in time the object of our affections, not only do we stifle the other 

but there comes a sense of loss and bereavement as we realise they are not the person we 

thought or expected. 

The Gospels are full of stories of people who, having come into contact with Jesus and had 

their lives changed by him, then want to cling on to him and freeze the moment, but Jesus 

moves them on, translating their new found love and devotion into action and mission so 

that it may grow and not calcify. To the healed Gerasene demoniac who begged to stay with 

Jesus the command was ‘Go home to your friends, and tell them how much the Lord has 

done for you and how he has had mercy on you’. To Mary Magdalene in the garden, 

overcome at the appearance of the resurrected Jesus and clasping the feet of one who she 

thought she could react to in the same way as before, is given the command to go and tell 

the disciples the good news of what she has seen and heard. To a sad and bereft infant 

church in John’s Gospel Jesus recognises their grief because of his impending departure from 

them, but he tells them ‘If I do not go away, the Counsellor will not come to you; but if I go, 

I will send him to you’. 

In the life of every human being much loss has to be endured if there is also a hope to make 

something of the gift of life. Losing and finding belong together. There is a saying in the 

Moslem world that states ‘When the heart weeps for what it has lost, the spirit laughs for 

what it has found’, echoing perhaps Jesus’ saying that ‘He who would save his life will lose it, 

and he who loses his life for my sake, and for the sake of the Gospel, will find it’.  

Perhaps one of the greatest losses we ever have to endure is the one that simply marks the 

place where the injustice and tragedy of this world breaks into our lives and we realise that 

it is us who are the poor, the prisoners, the blind, the captives. Perhaps it’s only when we 

realise that, and our need for God, that we are able to see him not as a figure of our 

dreams, imaginations or desires, but a God whose reality lies in his difference and in his 

ability to evade capture, who then ultimately can heal us and move us a little closer to the 

Kingdom of God.  

  


